
Dome, is 20,000) but twice as big as the largest theatres 
and concert halls. ‘This place is bigger than cycling,’ as 
FaulknerBrowns’ partner Michael Hall puts it. 

So much for the configuration: what about the 
aesthetics? As an object in an industrial-park  landscape 
with a football stadium on one side and what would 
once have been called a wasteland (now ‘nature reserve’ 
above a former industrial tip) on the other, Derby 
Arena succeeds in looking intriguing – in a way that 
the clunking Emirates Arena in Glasgow by 3D Reid, 
built for the Commonwealth Games and containing the 
Chris Hoy velodrome, does not (RIBAJ, April 2014 and 
online). The Derby Arena is big enough and mysterious 
enough to hold its own. You get a long view of it as you 
approach the city by train, especially from the south, 
its randomised strips of multi-coloured aluminium 
shingling sparkling in the sunlight. This laminated 
composition is lifted at three points where long slits 
of angled windows are inserted. Colouration aside, it 

looks a bit like one of those Chinese bamboo culinary 
steamers, splitting slightly. 

This is a classic value-engineered building, built for 
a very cost-conscious local authority. With a total build 
cost of £24m for a gross area of 15,000m2 (enclosing a huge 
volume rising 15.5m from arena floor to roof) it is cheap 
compared to, say, Hopkins’ London 2012 velodrome 
which is 25% bigger in area but cost two and a half times 
as much. The Derby example is also more flexible. 

But despite this – and the inevitable design-
and-build contract, design to Stage E in old money – 
FaulknerBrowns, project manager Mace and structural 
engineer Arup have done well. They treated it as a curvy 
lozenge-shaped big shed or hangar, slightly undulating, 
lined with accommodation around the big oval inside, 
and enlivened externally by that striated cladding, 
clearly referring to the timber slats of the track. A big 
shed means a straightforward steel construction (with 
in-situ concrete construction for the fixed banks of 
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Floor plans
1 Reception foyer
2  Café area
3  Multi-use infield
4  Sports changing
5 Cycle and event changing
6  Cycle storage
7  General storage
8 Plant rooms
9 Fitness gym
10  Fitness balcony
11  Cyclists’ D
12  250m cycle track
13 Safety margin
14 Spectator concourse
15 Ramped  spectator 
 concourse
16  Multi-function rooms
17  Meeting rooms
18  Spin bike  studio
19  Spectator balcony
20  Ramping concourse
21  1500 spectator  
 grandstand

Siteplan
1 Velodrome
2  Approach concourse
3  Car parking
4  Nature reserve
5 River Derwent
6  Derby County  

soccer stadium
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